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Abstract 

Communication among individuals and societies is often linked with the human instinct of 

satisfying various needs such as food, shelter, clothes and self-protection. This distinctive 

ability of humans passed through various evolutionary stages to enable them to use abstract 

symbols to discuss concepts that sum up many aspects of human lives. This research paper 

intends to lime light the mode of communication in the Indus Valley Civilization. The paper 

throws light on the much debated system and tools of communications used by the people of 

the Indus Valley. The study goes through the Indus Script to develop an insight into the 

writing system in terms of associated languages. Seals and Inscriptions as means of 

communication are taken into account to deepen insight into the culture of communication. 

Symbols, signs and icons used as tools of communication in the Indus Valley are also brought 

under argument in this paper. A brief account of the problems associated with the non-

deciphering of the seals has also been given space in this particular research. 

Keywords: Mode of Communication, Indus Valley Civilization, Harappa, Script, Seals, 

Icons, Signs 

Introduction 

Communication is the process of creating meaning by sending and receiving verbal and 

nonverbal symbols and signs that are influenced by multiple contexts. This pattern of 

communication is often linked with the human instinct of satisfying various needs such as 

food, shelter, clothes, self-protection etc. From the Stone Age to the Dawn of human 

civilization, humans have used to communicate one way or the other with each other to fulfil 

their daily needs. That is the reason humans have been given a distinctive ability to use 

symbols to communicate about things outside their immediate spatial reality. This capacity 

let human beings to use abstract symbols to discuss a concept that sums up many aspects of 

human lives. The skill to think outside their immediate reality enables humans to develop 
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elegant belief systems, art and philosophy. However, humans haven’t always had the refined 

communication systems that the world has today (Dance & Larson 1976).  

Expression and communication are the most important characteristics of human behaviour. 

Expression is related to personal behaviour whereas communication reflects social behaviour. 

Human beings express their feelings and thoughts through both natural and artificial ways. 

The gestures of laughing at times of happiness and morning at times of grief are the best 

example of expression by making use of the natural way. Similarly, expression through 

poetry, painting and other genre of art are the examples of expression through artificial way. 

Human beings try to communicate their feelings and thoughts through their respective 

traditional and easily understandable ways (Gelb 1963).  

It has been speculated that the first words used by human beings were onomatopoetic. These 

words sounded like that to which they were referred to. For instance words such as boing, 

drip, gurgle, swoosh and whack to express some phenomenon. The word gurgle was used to 

inform others about the presence of water and the words swoosh and whack were used to give 

accounts happenings during a hunt.  This aboriginal capability of communicating with others 

turned to be a distinctive quality. The individuals who could talk were able to “cooperate, 

share information, make better tools, impress mates, or warn others of danger, which led 

them to have more offspring who were also more predisposed to communicate.” This pattern 

ultimately led to the growth of a “Talking Culture” during the “Talking Era.” In the talking 

era that ranged from 180,000 BC to 3500 BC, talking along with gestures were the sole 

channels of communication and social interaction. Talking era was followed by the 

“Manuscript Era,” in the period from 3500 BC to 1450. This period marked the turn from 

verbal to written communication (Poe, 2011).  

It has been debated since long as when and where the written words were created. However, 

it is assumed that the system of writing was originated in the areas that grew agricultural 

civilization. Places like Egypt, Mesopotamia and Harappa that flourished relatively earlier are 

believed to have developed a proper writing system out of the signs and symbols. 

Writing is considered as a significant opening to the intellectual ingenuity of a culture. The 

skill of writing and the development of an articulate system of signs and script have often 

been observed in multifaceted societies and is known to be a feature of civilizations (Renfrew 

1989). 
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Signs and symbols were supposedly used by humans on carved wood, stones and caves. 

Signing and painting drums, pottery and textiles, and even the human body itself was 

assumed to be a predominant writing culture. The signs and symbols that mainly represented 

sky, water, animals and the activities of hunting were used by small population groups of 

hunter-gatherers. After settling down, the population started increasing the number of 

symbols and signs to reflect a more complex social system, as was the case of the Harapan 

life. 

The Indus Valley Civilization 

The Indus Valley Civilization also known as Harappa Civilization existed in the period from 

6000 – 1600 BC.  Till 1921, a few bronze objects and a seal with symbols of Indus valley 

civilization have been discovered (Kolosimo 1974). In the same year, the places in Pakistan: 

Sindh and the Punjab where they settled were also made known to the people (Heitzman & 

Worden 1995).  The two major cities – Harappa and Mohenjo – Daro were discovered 

somewhere in the 2600 BC. The Indus Valley Civilization also had extended their settlement 

to other parts in India. Lothal was located on the west coast of India and Kalibangan in the 

northern Rajasthan. 

The cities of Harappa and Mohenjo – Daro were urbanized with complex civic life and 

economic system. Their major agricultural products were wheat and rice. They used to 

domesticate animals and grow fruit plants. The people of the two cities had a proper system 

of storing surplus products and undertaking commerce. Indus Valley Civilization had a 

symbolic script system based on symbols and signs. Both Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa 

showed resemblance with regard to plans of streets, flat-roofed brick houses, and 

administrative or religious centers. The people were very organized and had well-established 

underground water supply and drainage systems. They were not familiar with iron, however, 

the used to knit and dye cotton for clothing. Indus Valley civilization continued to exist until 

weather and climate became extremely hostile (Jha & Jha1996). 

Mode of Communication in the Indus Valley 

The system of communication in the Indus Valley civilization has been debated since the 

discovery of the fist Harapan seal in 1872-73.  Nonetheless, it has been universally supposed 

on the basis of decoding that inscriptions in the Indus Valley Civilization were language 
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bound. The languages that were decoded from the inscriptions of the Indus Valley were 

Brahmi, Chinese Lolo script, Sumerian, Egyptian, Proto-Elamite, Altaic, Hittite, Proto-

Dravidian, early Indo-Aryan, Proto-Munda, Old Slavic, and Easter Island Rongorongo 

(Possehl 1996). 

Script in the Indus Valley 

The mysterious history of the Indian writing system has been debated since the first quarter 

of the 19th century. The issue is still unresolved because most of the scripts on the Indus 

Valley seals and other relics of the second half of the third and first half of the second 

millennium B.C. are still un-deciphered (Salomon 1998).  

Different assumptions exist with regard to the writing systems in the Indus civilization. 

Srinivasan et al. (2012) for instance, claim that the “Indus Valley writing was a syllabic 

multilingual writing system.” They argue that the scripts discovered in the Indus Valley 

Civilization were in Brahmi and Kharosthi languages. Brahmi and Kharosthi scripts are 

believed to be linked with the Indian writing system. Srinivasan et al. (2012) further argue 

that the people in the Indus Valley Civilization used flash cards for learning script writing. 

Winters (2007), however, believe that the script in the Indus Valley was in Tamil, a 

Dravidian language since inscriptions in Tamil language are far older than those in the 

Brahmi and Kharosthi languages. As decoded from the Harappan Script, the Dravidian 

people were the offspring of the Proto-Saharan African people whose writing system first 

seemed on the ceramic (pottery) and latter grew into a syllabic system. The writing of the 

Proto-Saharan was known to be the Libyco-Berber. This writing system was later 

discontinued by the Elamites and Sumerians by introducing Cuneiform Script. With regard to 

the evolution of Indus Valley manuscript, it has been found that these scripts had never been 

made part of the evolving system but remained non-linguistic in all periods (Farmer, 

Henderson & Wetzel 2002).  

Disagreement exists with regard to whether the Indus Valley inscriptions represent a writing 

system or not. Nonetheless, most of the Indus Inscriptions are found to be of short size. As 

Farmer (2004) notes that the longest of such sings he mentioned in his research are found to 

have 19 signs which could not be part of some writing system. Likewise, two inscriptions 

have had 14 signs. He further states that only 1% of the inscriptions are having 10 or more 
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signs. He concludes that inscriptions with such small number of sings could not reflect a 

proper writing system.  

Researchers have associated a few major problems with the decoding and extracting meaning 

of the symbols and signs of Indus Valley Civilization. Firstly, round 1900 BC the inhabitants 

of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro cities started moving to east India and Ganges region. 

Secondly, Harapan language had perished without forming part of any other language.  

Thirdly, the size and the length of inscriptions on the seals objects and the pottery were found 

to be typically very short. Consequently, researchers have failed to accurately decode and 

extract uniform meaning from the same sign and symbol. 

Indus Valley Seals 

In the Indus Valley Civilization, objects made of clay were decorated mostly with animals 

and symmetrical themes that had represented either some cultural values, rituals, customs and 

traditions or some natural phenomena. But the most striking objects that paved way to have 

insight into the communication system of the Harappan Culture were small squared seals 

carved with human or animal designs. These seals are reported to have written words 

captioning some animal or human in some special circumstances. These seals on the one 

hand reflected their system of communication and on the other bore testimony to the trading 

among several groups of populations (Jha & Jha1996). 

The Bronze Age Harappan society as Mahadevan (2008) assumed was dependent mainly on 

their agricultural. This agriculture system enabled them to nourish the people of the large 

towns of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro. They used to market their surplus agricultural 

products. To identify the owners and their respective products they supposedly used clay tags 

marked with a seal during the process of transportation of the goods to the granaries. This 

supposition testifies the assumption that the Harappan seals would have information 

regarding agricultural products and distribution process. This suggests that the script in the 

Indus Valley Civilization consisted of terms and concepts that referred to crops and share of 

the agricultural products. In terms of Agriculture, the cross lines also reflected to share but to 

share agricultural products or to divide the products into equal pieces. 
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Icons on the Seals 

The icons on these seals according to Fairservis (1992) mostly represented “local animals, 

domesticated animals like long-horned and short-horned bulls, humped zebus, water 

buffaloes, goats and violent animals like rhinoceroses, tigers, gavials and elephant and of 

course some human beings in a yogic position.” One such seals displaying a man in cross-

legged seated position and wearing the head of a water-buffalo was defined to be the "Lord of 

the Beasts." The image according to the same author was supposed to be iconic and 

represented the Predecessor of some group of people or a clan (Fairservis, 1992).  

It has been reported by Ranganath that most of the seals were inscribed with concepts relating 

to science, astronomy and mathematics. The same researcher further noted that these images 

on the seals represented gatherings of the people. Ranganath believed these seals of the Indus 

Valley Civilization as the contemporaries of the ancient Egyptian civilization. According to 

Ranganath, the icons on the seals were escorted by a text that served more to be 

communicative illustrations than mere accounting of manifestations. In other word, these 

seals were mainly used for communication purposes. 

The images of domesticated animals that appeared on the seals in front of altar or sacred 

shoots indicated the pertinent role of livestock for human usage and the use of animals in 

human agricultural activities. “Icons with an animal and, in front of it, an offering place or 

altar can be easily found in texts and paintings of ancient Egypt. In many cases, the animal 

was not only an amulet but instead the representation of a god.” It has been assumed that 

most of the Indus Valley Civilization seal inscriptions enclosed correct names of the people, 

their respective professional or authorized designations and parentage much similar to those 

in the Mesopotamian seal inscriptions (Cited in Mahadevan, 2008). 

Indus Valley Signs 

According to Fairservis (1992), pottery of the Indus Valley also inscribed different signs. 

Some of the signs are very easily understandable. For instance, the signs for humans, the 

bow, the arrow, and the hunt are easily decodable. The signs of man, arrow and bow are 

commonly understandable whereas, the sign of cross lines represented sharing of the hunt. 

Perhaps, this extracted meaning of sharing was passed on from the nomadic status to the 

settled down populations. 
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Another sign most often used by the Harappans was that of a fish (Parpola 2008). The sign of 

plain fish according to Parpola represented the offering of fish. The same researcher further 

noted that since the sign of fish occurred very frequently so it might have a representation for 

a god. He argued that the most common used word for fish in the Dravidian Languages is 

pronounced much like the one meaning star. This meaning according to Parpola outfits the 

supposed meaning ‘god’. The same sign of star in the Mesopotamian cuneiform script also 

reflected the meaning of a deity (Parpola 2008). Another interpretation of the fish like symbol 

has been given by Fairservis (1992). He thought of this sign as a loom-twist that was assumed 

to be used for ruler or rule. The interpretation seem sound in the sense that the people in the 

Indus Valley were agrarian in nature and the loom/twisting of cotton an agricultural product 

was required for knitting. 

Conclusion 

Writing is considered as a significant opening to the intellectual ingenuity of a culture. The 

skill of writing and the development of an articulate system of signs and script have often 

been observed in multifaceted societies and are known to be a common feature of 

civilizations.  

Signs and symbols were supposedly used by humans on carved wood, stones and caves. 

Signing and painting drums, pottery and textiles, and even the human body itself was 

assumed to be a predominant writing culture among the small groups of hunt-gatherers. 

However, the more complex social systems like that of Harappa started increasing the 

number signs to reflect more complex phenomena. 

Some of the researchers like Srinivasan et al. (2012) believe that Indus Valley script was in 

Brahmi and Kharosthi languages. Whereas, Winters (2007) held a different opinion with 

respect to the language of the Indus Valley. He proposes that the Indus Valley Script was in 

Tamil Language. Other pool of researchers infers that Indus Valley Inscriptions could not 

represent a language at all. They believe that most of the inscriptions are too short to reflect 

certain language. 

Researchers have associated a few major problems with the decoding and extracting meaning 

of the symbols and signs of Indus Valley Civilization. Firstly, round 1900 BC the inhabitants 

of Harappa and Mohenjo-Daro cities started moving to east India and Ganges region. 
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Secondly, Harapan language had perished without forming part of any other language.  

Thirdly, the size and the length of inscriptions on the seals objects and the pottery were found 

to be typically very short. Consequently, researchers have failed to accurately decode and 

extract uniform meaning from the same sign and symbol. 
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